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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) interconnects massive cyber-physical devices (CPD) to provide
various applications, such as smart home and smart building. Bluetooth Mesh is an emerging
networking technology, which can be used to organize a massive network with Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) devices. Managed-flooding protocol is used in Bluetooth Mesh to route the data packets.
Although it is a highly desirable option when data transmission is urgent, it is inefficient in a larger
and denser mesh network due to the collisions of broadcast data packets. In this paper, we introduce
ACE: a Routing Algorithm based on Autonomous Channel Scheduling for Bluetooth Mesh Network.
ACE relies on the existing Bluetooth Mesh messages to distribute routes without additional traffic
overhead and conducts a beacon-aware routing update adaptively as the topology evolves. In ACE,
BLE channel resources can be efficiently utilized by a channel scheduling scheme for each node
locally and autonomously without any neighborly negotiation. We implement ACE on the nRF52840
from Nordic Semiconductor and evaluate its effectiveness on our testbed. Compared to the Bluetooth
Mesh, our experiments proved that ACE could reduce the end-to-end latency by 16%, alleviate
packets collisions issues, and increase the packet delivery ratio (PDR) by 30% under heavy traffic.
Moreover, simulation results verified that ACE has better scalability when the size and density of
networks become larger and denser.

Keywords: Bluetooth Mesh; wireless mesh network; Internet of Things; BLE; routing protocol

1. Introduction

The past several years have witnessed the rapid development of Internet of Things
(IoT) and edge computing [1] technologies. The IoT interconnects the cyber-physical de-
vices (CPD) to provide various of services and applications, such as smart home and smart
building. Bluetooth Low Power (BLE) is a widely used short-range low-power communi-
cation technology among the others, such as Zigbee, Z-Wave, Wi-Fi, and Thread [2]. BLE
is originally designed to create a star-topology network, which severely limits the BLE
network coverage. To overcome the limitation, significant efforts have been devoted by
industry [3], academia [3]. Finally, the Bluetooth Mesh standard has been proposed by
Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG).

In 2017, the Bluetooth Mesh version 1.0.1 specification [4] was released based on the
existing lower layers of BLE by making use of its advertising capabilities. The Bluetooth
Special Interest Group (SIG) has only considered a flooding-based protocol called managed
flooding. Compared to other wireless communication protocols (including ZigBee, Thread,
Z-Wave, Wi-Fi) that involve routing techniques, Bluetooth Mesh is more vulnerable to
packet collisions as traffic intensity increase [5]. The advantages of managed flooding are
its simplicity, redundancy, and flexibility. However, the broadcast storm [6] problem may
occur in which the same message can be forwarded by different relay nodes multiple times.
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Our design goal is to improve the performance of Bluetooth Mesh network, especially
its inefficient managed flooding mechanism when delivering messages, and thus enable it to
be applied to wider application scenarios with larger and denser network requirements like
lighting control in a big building. In such a large-scale static network scenario, introducing
a routing protocol can significantly improve network performances such as reliability and
scalability. Still, no previous works have done this for standard Bluetooth Mesh to the best
of our knowledge. However, compared to flooding, adding a routing algorithm without
delicate design can bring some new problems, such as more management traffic overhead,
higher latency, and less flexibility [3]. To this point, we summarize four main challenges
as follows:

First, how to reduce the complexity of the routing algorithm and customize it for
Bluetooth Mesh with minimal traffic overhead is a challenging issue. Running a routing
algorithm is more expensive than flooding [3], There are computational and memory
overhead to setup and maintain routing table. Bluetooth Mesh with complex protocol
stack has the advantage of simplicity benefited from its managed flooding technique, thus
adding an existing routing protocol to Bluetooth Mesh such as RPL [7] used in ZigBee
is not a good choice. RPL is an oriented distance-vector routing protocol that organizes
nodes in a Destination-Oriented DAG (DODAG) structure with large control overheads
(e.g., DIO, DIS, DAO, and DAO-ACK). Suppose run RPL over Bluetooth Mesh, and nodes
need to switch between connected and connectionless states frequently for control and data
messages respectively [8] which significantly increase the network processing burden and
seriously reduce network performances.

Second, it is challenging to perform a low end-to-end latency of routing algorithm
for Bluetooth Mesh. Due to the potential multipath characteristic of flooding, an optimal
path can be easily selected in standard Bluetooth Mesh, resulting in low end-to-end latency.
Previous works focusing on routing algorithms for Bluetooth Mesh sacrificed the advantage
of flooding and have a high end-to-end latency generally more than a second [8–10].
Therefore, they are unsuitable for delay-sensitive scenarios due to their time-consuming
routing processes caused by frequent connection state transitions.

The third challenge is how to achieve an efficient BLE channel resource utilization
in the routing algorithm for Bluetooth Mesh. Bluetooth Mesh utilizes only three ADV
channels (37, 38, 39) for managed flooding, which increases the congestion risk of ADV
channels. However, the rest 37 data channels are idle and wasted. This challenge can be
abstracted as a CAP (Channel assignment Problem) [11], which is objected to maximize
the channel resource utilization and minimize the interference. However, CAP is an NP-C
problem, meaning that giving the optimal solution with an acceptable overhead is difficult.
The data channels of BLE are used by two paired BLE devices through maintaining a
frequency-hopping table after creating the BLE connection and then perform frequency-
hopping operations on 37 data channels using the channel selection algorithm. Even though
some previous routing algorithms for unofficial BLE mesh have taken 37 data channels into
consideration, they were connection-oriented methods, which would bring an unacceptable
delay by frequent connection establishments. Introducing TSCH (Time Slotted Channel
Hopping) [7] to efficiently utilize channel resources by frequency-hopping operation needs
a network-wide time synchronization at the beginning, which can cause an entire network
collapse due to time synchronization errors, and a large delay can be brought by waiting
for time slots when delivering packets.

Fourth, how to enable the routing algorithm more flexible and adapt to dynamic
changes in mesh networks is challenging. Bluetooth Mesh can be easily applied to a
dynamic network for its flexibility of managed-flooding. Conversely, topology changes
can seriously affect routing networks’ performance because frequent routes updating
will interrupt communications and degrade network performance. Ad-hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [12] is a routing algorithm widely used in wireless mesh
networks. It utilizes HELLO packets and RERR packets to cope with topology changes,
which requires a relatively large traffic overhead to restore routes. However, we aim to
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design a routing algorithm adapted to both static and dynamic networks with minimal
traffic overhead for better availability.

In this paper, we propose ACE: a Routing Algorithm based on Autonomous Channel
Scheduling for Bluetooth Mesh Network. Four major advantages of ACE are shown
as follows:

• Compared with Bluetooth Mesh, ACE can create and maintain routes without any
additional route management packets nor connection state transitions.

• With the well-designed routing algorithm, the transmission latency of ACE is much
lower than standard Bluetooth Mesh.

• The ACE can fully utilize all the 40 channels of BLE, but standard Bluetooth Mesh
only use three advertising channels for data transmission.

• A beacon-aware routes recovery mechanism is proposed. It can recover routes mainly
by adaptively listening beacon packets without any traffic overhead.

First, through reusing BLE Mesh messages (e.g., heartbeat message), Second, the
routing algorithm can choose the route with minimum latency even in high dynamic
scenarios. The end-to-end latency is greatly reduced compared with standard Bluetooth
Mesh. Third, ACE integrated with autonomous channel scheduling scheme, which can
utilize all the 37 data channels. Last, we create a beacon-aware routes recovery mechanism,
which can enable movable nodes recovering routes mainly by listening beacon packets on
a previously known channel adaptively without any traffic overhead.

We implement ACE on the nRF52840 SoC [13] and evaluate its performance both
on our testbed and simulation, and also evaluate Bluetooth Mesh for comparison. The
experimental results show that our routing algorithm on the nRF52 reduces the end-to-
end latency by 16%, increases packet delivery ratio (PDR) by 30% under heavy traffic,
improves scalability, BLE channel resource utilization, and can be less affected by external
BLE interference.

The contributions of this work are threefold.

• We propose a proactive routing algorithm for Bluetooth Mesh network. And an au-
tonomous channel scheduling mechanism is applied to fully utilize all the 40 BLE channels.

• We customize the routing algorithm for Bluetooth Mesh containing the following
advantages: (1) Route creation reuses existing mesh messages without inner-node
negotiation nor path reservation, and (2) routes recovery using an adaptively beacon-
aware mechanism without additional traffic overhead.

• We implement ACE on the nRF52840 SoC, and the experimental results show that ACE
outperforms Bluetooth Mesh in the following aspects: end-to-end latency, reliability,
spectrum utilization, and scalability. Moreover, unmodified smartphones can control
the mesh network without knowing the existence of ACE.

2. Background

This work proposes a novel routing algorithm for Bluetooth Mesh network. It is
realized mainly by fully exploiting the features of Bluetooth Mesh Protocol Data Units
(PDUs) and the BLE communication process. This section briefly introduces the basic
background of Bluetooth Mesh to understand the rest of this paper better.

2.1. Overview

The Bluetooth Mesh specification [4] defines the mesh profile as a networking technol-
ogy built on top of BLE from 2017, which introduces a new Bluetooth topology paradigm
for many-to-many communications and allows to construct of large-scale sensor networks.
Bluetooth Mesh uses a managed-flooding method to enable message delivery. To avoid the
broadcast storm and control the message forwarding times, Bluetooth Mesh introduce TTL
(Time To Live) field in mesh packets, and it should be decreased for each hop. The standard
has several network features, including relay, proxy, friend, and low power. Two different
bearers such as advertising bearer and GATT bearer for the non-connection-oriented bearer
and connection-oriented bearer separately.
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2.2. Bluetooth Mesh Stack

Bluetooth Mesh network stack consists of the following layers:

• Bluetooth Low Energy Core Specification: Bluetooth Mesh stack is built on top of
the BLE specification.

• Bearer Layer: This layer defines exchange messages among nodes using ADV and
GATT bearers, where ADV carries most of the traffic in the network.

• Network Layer: This layer defines addressing of transport messages, rules to relay,
accept or reject messages, network message format, and encryption or authentication.

• Lower Transport Layer: This layer defines how to handle message segmentation and
reassembly of transport PDUs.

• Upper Transport Layer: This layer defines how to handle encryption, decryption, and
authentication of application data.

• Access Layer: This layer defines the format of application data, controls data encryp-
tion and decryption, maintains network context and application keys.

• Foundation Model Layer: This layer defines models to configure and manage a
mesh network.

• Model Layer: This layer defines standardized application models such as lightning
and sensor.

2.3. Managed Flooding

Bluetooth Mesh specification defines a message delivery method named managed
flooding. It is based on the flooding algorithm, which is no need for any complex rout-
ing policy, thus provide a resilient network due to its high redundancy and multi-path
capabilities. The following techniques is introduced to limit flooding communication:

• Time-To-Live (TTL): TTL restricts the number of hops a message can survive in the
mesh network.

• Message Caching: This means mesh nodes can cache received packets to avoid
unnecessary re-relaying of these packets.

2.4. Bluetooth Mesh Protocol Fields

Different layers of the Bluetooth Mesh stack define their own fields for Bluetooth
Mesh packets. According to mesh profile specification [4], Figure 1 shows part of Bluetooth
Mesh PDU structure at the different layers. The LE uncoded PHY contains a six-byte ADV
address of the sending node. Inside the network PDU, there also involve address fields
named SRC and DST address. These two fields represent the source element address and
destination element address of each message and occupy two bytes, respectively. The TTL
field is contained in the network PDU, which has a maximum value of 127.

Figure 1. Bluetooth Mesh message encapsulation. The data packets are based on the BLE link-layer
advertising data packet.
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3. Bluetooth Mesh Communication and Problems

Bluetooth Mesh is designed to use a flooding-based communication technique. Thus,
all messages transmissions in a Bluetooth Mesh network are broadcast under BLE’s adver-
tising and scanning scheme. BLE defined three channels (37, 38, 39) for all non-connected
state communications and using non-connectable and non-scannable undirected advertis-
ing events.

During the advertising process, packets are broadcast sequentially over the three
advertising frequency channels within the span called Advertising Event. All devices in radio
range scanning on a matching ADV channel. The scanning process, called Scanning Events
is conducted periodically. At the beginning of a Scanning Event, the scanning device starts
listening on the next ADV channel from the last scanning channel. ScanWindow parameter
defines the duration in which the link-layer scans on one ADV channel. ScanInterval defines
a time interval between scans on different ADV channels. If the ScanWindow is equal to
the ScanInterval, it means the device is continuously scanning. In Bluetooth Mesh, the
time between the beginning of two consecutive advertising PDUs within an advertising
event shall be less than or equal to 10 ms. The time between the start of two consecutive
advertising events is controlled by the advInterval parameter (>=20 ms) with a random
delay of no more than 10 ms.

Figure 2 depicts a communication flow between two adjacent relay nodes.

Figure 2. Example of communication flow between two adjacent relay nodes in a Bluetooth Mesh network.

As introduced in the previous section, Bluetooth Mesh transmission model is based
on managed flooding. In particular, nodes in the Bluetooth Mesh network can receive all
messages within direct radio range, and messages will be relayed to reach the destination
node in the distance. The Time-To-Live (TTL) field in the network PDU indicates the
maximum number of hops. The design of managed flooding allows messages to reach their
destination via multiple paths through the network, potentially improving the robustness
performance. However, flooding is prone to suffer from collisions, especially when the
network has a large number of packets. To alleviate this problem, Bluetooth Mesh makes it
possible to contain random back-off periods before the start of an Advertising Event and
randomize the time between the three transmissions within the Advertising Event.

We conclude several issues of Bluetooth Mesh through the analysis of the above
communication process as follows:

• Inefficient BLE channels utilization: Bluetooth Mesh uses only three of 40 channels
of BLE channels for communication, which results in the congestion problem of three
ADV channels, especially when data traffic becomes heavier. Meanwhile, the other
37 channels are completely unused, causing the extreme imbalance of BLE channels
resource utilization.

• Potential collision issue: Managed flooding in Bluetooth Mesh does not contain any
routing algorithm, resulting in a large number of duplicate packets in the Bluetooth
Mesh network and wasting of wireless channel resources. All packets sending from
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mesh nodes compete for three ADV channels, which indicates potential packets
collisions and influences the reliability [5] and timeliness of the data transmission.

• Noncontinuous scanning state: According to Bluetooth Mesh network specification,
the relays or the friend nodes should be scanning with a duty cycle as close as possible
100% to avoid missing any packets on advertising channels. However, when a scan-
ner is switching scanning channels or processing received packets, it will leave the
scanning state, and any packet received within these periods will be lost. In Particular,
commuting from one scanning frequency to another takes up to 16 ms [14]. Thus, a
noncontinuous scanning state will cause packet loss issue and reduce the Bluetooth
Mesh network’s reliability.

• Uncertain end-to-end latency: Communication occurs successfully in Bluetooth Mesh
only if two nodes advertise and scan on the same channel at the same time, thus
uncertain latency can be introduced by the time to match the ADV channel and the
scanning channel. Besides, the path of packet transmission from the same source node
to the same destination node may be different even in the same topology. Furthermore,
packets collisions issue in Bluetooth Mesh could also cause an uncontrollable delay due
to packets retransmission. The above problems are unacceptable for some applications
with stable latency requirements.

• Prone to be interference by BLE devices: BLE devices are ubiquitous in our daily life
such as smartphones, Bluetooth headsets, and fitness bands, etc. It is possible that
various BLE devices from outside the Bluetooth Mesh network have a negative impact
on the communication flows inside the network, especially from iBeacon devices using
three ADV channels.

4. Motivation

To better understand our approach and show how the performance can be improved
using our routing algorithm, we give an example topology and analyze the packet flows when
delivering messages. Figure 3a,b show the case of Bluetooth Mesh and ACE, respectively.

(a) Bluetooth Mesh (b) ACE

Figure 3. Examples of communication flows for Bluetooth Mesh and ACE. (a) The standard Bluetooth
Mesh nodes advertise each data packet on three advertising channels. Each relay node will forward
the data packets. (b) ACE nodes advertise the data packets only on the scanning channel of the next
hop in the route.

At the left of Figure 3a,b, example topology and layout of the nodes are represented.
The left source node is out of radio range from the right destination node. The relay
node 1 and the relay node 2 in the middle are responsible for forwarding the message
from the source node to the destination node. Green solid lines between two adjacent
nodes represent the packet flows for the first hop while delivering a packet, and the red
dashed lines represent the second hop accordingly. As shown in Figure 3a, relay 1 and
relay 2 can both receive the packet from the source node and then forward the packet
sequentially. For the second hop, as red dashed lines depicted, each node in the network
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can hear the packets from both relay 1 and relay 2. In particular, the source node receives
the duplicate packets twice from two relay nodes, respectively, and two relay nodes could
also receive the duplicate packet from each other. It’s worth noting that, during the time of
receiving duplicate packets, nodes would quit the scanning state and might lose packets that
should have been received at that moment, which can reduce the reliability of Bluetooth
Mesh network. In contrast, ACE has no duplicate packet to process, and thus there is
no possibility of losing packets due to quitting the scanning state for duplicate packets
receiving. ACE doesn’t need to switch the scanning channels between three ADV channels,
and thus improve the reliability due to leaving the scanning state. Besides, packet collisions
issue in ACE is rarer than in Bluetooth Mesh.

A more detailed traffic flows are depicted in the right of Figure 3a,b for Bluetooth Mesh
and ACE separately. In Figure 3a, the source node advertises packet on three advertisement
channels at the beginning. Relay 1 receives the packet first because its scanning channel is
37, which is prior to the ADV channel 39 in an advertising event that relay 2 is scanning on.
Next, relay 1 broadcast the packet on three ADV channels and so does relay 2 later. Finally,
the destination node receives the packet on channel 38 from relay 1. As for ACE depicts in
Figure 3b of the same scenario, after finishing setting up the routing table and selecting
each corresponding scanning channel, relay 1, relay 2 and the destination node are scanning
on the channel 10, 16 and 31, respectively. According to the routing and neighbor table,
the source node forwards the packet to relay 1 by advertising the packet on channel 10.
Meanwhile, relay 2 is unaware of this communication flow and continues to scan on
channel 16. Similarly, relay 1 advertises the packet on channel 31, which the destination
node is scanning on. There is neither duplicate packet received from unrelated nodes nor
an uncertain delay introduced by overlapping the scanning and the advertisement channel
during this process. The latency between the source node and the destination node with n
relay are:

Bluetooth Mesh:

t = Tsend +
n

∑
i=1

(tscan,i + tprocess,i + trand,i + Tsend) (1)

ACE:

t = Tsend +
n

∑
i=1

(tprocess,i + trand,i + Tsend) (2)

where Tsend is the transmission time of an advertising packet, tscan,i is a scanning delay,
depending on which ADV channel (37, 38, or 39) the packet is receiving on. trand,i is ith
relay node’s random delay between receiving a mesh packet and relaying it, and tprocess,i is
the packet processing time of ith relay node.

Compared to Equation (1), the delay formula in Equation (2) of ACE does not contain
tscan,i item, which means the delay introduced by matching the scanning and the advertise-
ment channel is reduced. Moreover, the probability of packets conflict in ACE is greatly
reduced due to using more than ten times of scanning channels compared to three ADV
channels using in Bluetooth Mesh.

5. ACE: A Routing Algorithm Based on Autonomous Channel Scheduling for
Bluetooth Mesh Network

In the previous section, we showed that Bluetooth Mesh has five main problems and
thus bring a negative impact on Bluetooth Mesh performance. To address these problems,
our intuition is to introduce a routing algorithm for Bluetooth Mesh with design goals of
low overhead, high reliability, low end-to-end latency, and also compatible with existing
devices. This section presents the design and implementation aspects of our proposed
routing algorithm.
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5.1. Overview

Our routing algorithm follows these basic rules: (1) Reusing existing mesh packets
(e.g., heartbeat packets) for route creation and maintenance, (2) scheduling BLE channel
for each node locally and autonomously, and (3) recovering route for moved nodes by a
beacon-aware scheme adaptively.

From a system integration perspective, we design ACE to be transparent to the ap-
plications. ACE is designed on the network layer and completely reuse Bluetooth Mesh
stack layers above the network layer and the BLE specification core below it. Benefit from
this, ACE enables off-the-shelf mobile phones to communicate with mesh network without
knowing about the existence of ACE.

Figure 3a gives a communication flows example of Bluetooth Mesh from the source
node to the destination node, and Figure 3b is the communication flows of ACE in the same
scenario for comparison.

ACE can be divided into the following two phases:
Route creation Phase: In this phase, each node in Bluetooth Mesh creates a neighbor

table and a routing table. A neighbor table records ADV addresses of all nodes within the
radio range and their scanning channel, respectively. A routing table record the destination
element address, the next hop’s ADV address and the hop count.

Route Maintenance Phase: There are three actions involved in this phase:

• Packet Sending: When a node has a packet to send, it will first look up the routing
table and find out the ADV address of the next hop, and then look up the neighbor
table using the ADV address to find out the scanning channel of the next hop, finally
send the packet on this specific channel. However, suppose the routing table does not
have the entry of the destination node. In that case, the node will send the packet to all
its neighbors to ensure the destination element can receive the packet at all possible.

• Packet Receiving: When a node has a packet to receive, the first thing to do is to
check whether the destination element address is one of its element address. If so, it
will deliver the packet to the upper layer for further processing directly. Otherwise,
if the TTL value in the packet is more than one and its relay feature is on, the node
will forward the packet and then start the packet sending phase as described above.
Otherwise, the packet will be discarded for the TTL value is less than one.

• Routing Update (optional): As for typical Bluetooth Mesh applications like lighting
control, all light nodes are static, and the network topology can always keep fixed.
In such a widely used scenario, we can disable the routing update function to avoid
unnecessary overhead. However, there are some dynamic Bluetooth Mesh network
scenarios, such as asset tracking. The node mobility issue needs to be taken into
consideration to keep the route valid all the time. Therefore, we design the routing
update phase (optional) to enable our algorithm to adapt to a dynamic network as
well. The details of the design are described in the next section.

5.2. Design and Implementation

We implement ACE on the nRF52840 SoC from Nordic Semiconductor. The design
points of the four main modules are described below.

Route discovery: In the route creation phase, route discovery is done by sending
heartbeat packets defined in the specification. Furthermore, every node setting the DST
field of heartbeat packets to 0xFFFF, and the TTL value requires a tradeoff between the
network size and node’s memory capacity in terms of realistic condition. A larger initial
TTL value means nodes can be discovered by the further nodes and thus increase the size
of routing table. For example, if a Bluetooth Mesh network is large-scale, but the resource
of nodes is constrained, we should set a small initial TTL value to limit the size of routing
table. Especially if the TTL value in the received packets is exactly one less than the initial
value, meaning the element address of SRC filed is one of its neighbors’. We record ADV
address for each neighbor in the neighbor table after setting up a stable routing table.
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Routing Table Generation: How to build a routing table for each relay node is a
critical issue. Unlike most existing routing protocols, which need to record the entire
routing path within a packet or send additional management packets to find the routing
path. We explore the characteristics of BLE packets and novelly utilize two types of
addresses in unmodified Bluetooth Mesh packets to simplify this process. One is the ADV
address from PDU, and the other is the SRC address from the network PDU. The ADV
address represents the address of next hop to the SRC element node, and the SRC element
address represents the address of the destination element of this route entry. We choose
minimum hop-count as the optimal routing metric for the latency reduction purpose. In
the process of routing table creation, each node updates the ADV address of the next hop
to the DST element by keeping the hop count minimal as a criterion. Concretely, each node
obtains the hop count value by subtracting the TTL field in the received packet with a fixed
initial TTL value. For example, if the received packet’s TTL field is 125 and the initial TTL
is set to 127, it means the packet has been relayed twice (127 − 125 = 2).

With the above two modules, we give the answer to the first challenge that reduces the
complexity of the routing algorithm by reusing existing mesh messages without additional
traffic overhead for route creation.

Channel Selection: How to deliver the packet to the next hop in terms of the routing
table? Due to we do not consider a high delay and complex connection-oriented communi-
cation, sending messages to a specific next hop without overhearing by other nodes is a
challenging issue. Novelly, We propose the following channel scheduling scheme, which
operates autonomously to solve this problem: Each node should listen to one of the BLE
channels after the network topology establishment phase. This specific channel is obtained
by hashing the node’s ADV address, which is expressed by:

Channel = mod(Hash(ADV_addr(k)), NBLE_channel − 1) (3)

where NBLE_channel is the number of channels used by BLE and k represents a node in
Bluetooth Mesh. NBLE_channel − 1 means reserving one channel for beaconing, which aims
to cope with a dynamic network and will be explained further in the next part. The same
hashing algorithm is used by all nodes in the network. Each node will use the algorithm to
compute the scanning channels of all of its neighbors and record the computed results in
the neighbor table. Now, if a node has a packet to deliver to the next hop, it should look up
the neighbor table first and then send the packet to the channel, which the next hop node is
scanning on.

By executing the above process, we can not only make full use of BLE channel resources
but also alleviate the potential collision issue in Bluetooth Mesh. In addition, the end-to-end
latency can be reduced in ACE owe to no channel matching delay introduced. To this point,
we tackle the challenge two and three with our autonomous channel scheduling scheme.

Routing update: The routing algorithm described above can ensure a static network
works very well. However, if a node in Bluetooth Mesh network moves, its neighbors
have no idea about this change and continue sending packet on the specific channel to the
moved node. Meanwhile, the moved node is keeping listening on its specific channel, but
none of its new neighbors can send messages to it, causing the node to disconnect from the
Bluetooth Mesh network. In order to adapt the routing algorithm to a dynamic network,
we add a routing update module to guarantee the connectivity of the mesh network.

The main idea to deal with node mobility problem is to make the moved node aware
of its movement adaptively and then rejoin the network by searching for beacon packets
autonomously. A beacon packet reuses secure network beacon as defined in specification
section 3.9.3 [4] to reduce the traffic overhead. Still, we modified it to be sent on a fixed
channel such as 37. By doing this, the moved node can discover its new neighbors by
scanning for beacon packets on the previously known beacon channel and then rejoin
the mesh network. During this process, the communications between other nodes are
unaffected, and the moved nodes can update its neighbor and routing table adaptively.
Our design is briefly described below.
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We set a routing update timer for a dynamic network. Each node should periodically
send heartbeat packets to show its online state and periodically perform a routing update
when the routing update timer timeout. It is worth noting that the TTL value in heartbeat
packets sent in the route maintenance phase is set to 1, which means the node can be
discovered only by its neighbor. In particular, each node should send a beacon packet
periodically on a fixed beacon channel in case of the disconnection caused by mesh nodes’
mobility. Concretely, we set an online timeout timer for each node. If a node does not
receive any packet for several heartbeat packet periods, it means the node is most likely
to be moved and disconnected from other nodes. So when the online timeout timer fired,
the moved node will switch its scanning channel to the known beacon channel, then
scans for beacon packets from neighbors. There are collisions between different beacon
packets, especially in dense networkss. To avoid the continuous collision between multiple
neighbors, we set some random backoff for the beacon packets retransmission. Besides, the
interval of beacon can be tweaked according to the network density. When the network
density is greater, the interval of beacon should be reduced to ensure the beacon can be
received in a relatively short time. Similar to the route creation phase, the moved node
update the neighbor table and then sends ‘rediscovery packets’ (heartbeat packets) whose
TTL is set to the initial value in a shorter period. The purpose of doing so is to inform
other nodes of this change as soon as possible. On the other hand, all nodes will update the
routing table when the routing update timer timeout, which is very similar to the route
creation phase. It is worth noting that the routing update timer period is much shorter than
the duration of sending rediscovery packets, which can guarantee a solid and consistent
route update of the entire network. Specifically, when the scale of the network is large, the
setup and updating time of the routing table can be appropriately extended to ensure that
the information of all nodes in the network is obtained and updated. Theoretically, the
worst time of finishing updating for a new device will not exceed the sum of the expiration
time of the routing table update timer and packets transmission time.

A brief process of routing update can be concluded as follows:

• First, the mobile node perceives the change of topological if it cannot receive the
heartbeat message from the original neighbors on its scanning channel.

• The mobile node starts scanning the beacon message on specific beacon channel to
discover the new neighbors.

• Once the discovery is done, the mobile node starts to transmit heartbeat message on
the scanning channels of the new neighbors.

• The new neighbors will forward the heartbeat message to the entire network, and the
other nodes will update routing table when their route update timer expires.

By means of the above mechanisms, the mesh network can maintain a connectable
state adaptively without introducing additional traffic overhead. To this point, we give the
solution to the first and fourth challenges.

Putting it All Together: We introduce three main algorithms of ACE. Algorithm 1
gives a high-level abstraction of the entire algorithm, containing two main phases, route
creation phase, and route maintenance phase. Algorithm 2 invoked by Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 3 shows the core logic of routing table generation and update process. Algorithm 3
is invoked by Algorithm 1 and loops with the following three parts: (1) scheduling packets
reception or transmission, (2) updating routes, and (3) detecting topology change and
then recovering.

Combined with the above algorithms, we can conclude intuitively from the example
depicted in Figure 3, ACE outperforms Bluetooth Mesh in end-to-end latency due to a
direct channel mapping, and collisions issue can be alleviated for efficient traffic flows
of ACE.
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Algorithm 1: ACE

start_timer(initialize_timer);
publish heartbeat packet;
while initialize_timer is not fired do

listen(ADV_CHANNELS);
if pkt← packet_RX() is not NULL then

routing_table_pointer← update_routing_table(pkt);
end
update_neighbor_table(routing_table_pointer);

end
listen(compute_channel(self.adv_addr));
routing_maintenance();

Algorithm 2: update_routing_table
Input: packet
Output: routing_table_pointer
dst_addr, adv_addr← get_addr(packet);
hop← compute_hop(packet, INIT_TTL);
for entry in routing_table do

if dst_addr == entry.dst then
if entry.hop_count > hop then

update_routing_entry(dst_addr, adv_addr, hop);
end
break;

end
end
if no dst_addr in routing_table then

add_routing_entry(dst_addr, adv_addr, hop);
end

5.3. Discussion of Design Details

The previous section gives the general design and implementation of ACE, but there
are still some design details that need to be discussed separately to present some perfor-
mance tradeoffs:

Tradeoff between constrained resources and routing scale: One of the major charac-
teristics of IoT devices is its constrained resources. Take nRF52840 SoC as an example. It has
256 KB RAM and 1 MB Flash, whose storage size is relatively large among similar chips. But
it still can not afford a large routing table. In terms of ACE, each routing table entry include
a 6-byte MAC address of next hop, 1-byte TTL, 2-byte element address of the next hop,
and 4-byte pointer to the next table item. The RAM occupied by this data structure is 16 B
since the memory is not aligned for ARM-GCC and SEGGER ARM compiler. Theoretically,
the maximum size of the routing table is 16,000. However, we need to reserve some RAM
for BLE protocol stack, application code, etc. The size of the routing table available in the
real scenario is much smaller than 16,000 entries. Besides, the RAM of other mainstream
BLE chip is much smaller than nRF52840. For example, 64 KB for nRF52832 and 88 KB for
CC2642. The computational overhead increases as the number of table entries increase.
We evaluate the searching time for routing tables with different sizes. The result shows
that the searching time and routing table size are linearly proportional. The nRF52840
chip costs about 1.64 us the check one routing table entry. For a massive network with
10,000 nodes, the time for searching the routing table would be 16.4 ms for each hop, but
the delay of one-hop data transmission is 24.7 ms. So, the size of the routing table needs to
be carefully designed.
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Algorithm 3: routing_maintenance

start_timer(online_timer);
start_timer(routing_update_timer);
while 1 do

pkt_rx← packet_RX();
pkt_tx← packet_TX();
if online_timer is not fired then

if pkt_rx is not NULL then
timer_reschedule(online_timer);
if update_entries_timer is start then

routing_table_pointer← update_routing_table(pkt_rx);
update_neighbor_table(routing_table_pointer);

end
RX_process(pkt_rx);

end
if pkt_tx is not NULL then

TX_process(pkt_tx);
end

end
else

start_timer(route_recovery_timer);
while route_recovery_timer is not fired do

listen(beacon_channel);
pkt_beacon← packet_RX() ;
routing_table_pointer← update_routing_table(pkt_beacon);

end
update_neighbor_table(routing_table_pointer);
publish heartbeat packet;
listen(compute_channel(self.adv_addr));

end
if routing_update_timer is fired then

start_timer(update_entries_timer);
end

end

Our solution is to manually change the initial TTL value of heartbeat packets during
the route creation phase. This means that nodes only create routes for nodes within a
certain hop count radius because packets with a TTL value of 0 can be discarded. If a node
has to transmit messages to an element address with a hop count larger than the initial
TTL value, according to our algorithm, the message will be broadcast to all of its neighbors
at the beginning until some relays have the route entry of the destination address. This
is equivalent to adding a multipath characteristic to distant nodes adaptively, improving
the reliability performance. Therefore users should set an appropriate initial TTL value in
terms of actual scenario requirements and hardware conditions, leading to a good tradeoff
between the resource overhead and the routing scale.

Tradeoff between communication overhead and reliability: Co-existing with other
2.4 GHz wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi, BLE is prone to be interference by these
signals. To reduce the interference issue, a dedicated frequency hopping mechanism on
37 data channels between two paired Bluetooth devices has been proposed by Bluetooth
specification. In our algorithm, we can’t conduct a frequency-hopping mechanism because
ACE uses connectionless communication, which has no time synchronization between
nodes so that a frequency-hopping sequence cannot be maintained.
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Scanning on a fixed channel will reduce the communication reliability of nodes when
selecting a poor-performing channel. Therefore, adaptively selecting a good link quality
channel for each node is always a challenging problem. The BLE specification [15] foresees
two mechanisms to improve the link-layer reliability: adaptive frequency hopping with
channel blacklisting and physical (PHY) mode adaptation. However, they can only be used
for connection-oriented BLE communication, which is not suitable for our low overhead
routing algorithm. Besides, using a mechanism like retransmission can make up for the
temporary poor link quality to ensure network reliability. For this reason, we do not add
additional link quality estimation strategies to keep a low communication or management
overhead for timely communication to our first algorithm version. In future work, we
may filter the bad link quality channel for a higher reliability communication through
blacklisting bad channel adaptively.

Tradeoff between compatibility and performance: A standard Bluetooth Mesh node
conducts broadcast and scanning on three ADV channels, which is incompatible with ACE
for its specific broadcast and scanning channel mechanism.

To enable our routing algorithm to be compatible with standard Bluetooth Mesh
nodes, we should add at least one of the three ADV channels to each node’s scanning
and broadcast channel lists to send or receive messages from standard Bluetooth Mesh
nodes. However, doing so can improve compatibility but significantly reduce network
performance because multi-channel listening and broadcasting will sacrifice the advantage
of low delay and reduce reliability. Therefore, better compatibility with existing Bluetooth
Mesh devices remains future work.

6. Evaluation

Implementation: The hardware used to implement the ACE nodes were Nordic
nRF52840 modules. Nordic provides its own implementation of the Bluetooth Mesh
standard [16], which we used to implement ACE and conduct contrast experiments.

Configuration: We let node 1 in the front of Figure 4 act as the source node, and
node 13 in the back of Figure 4 act as the destination node. If not special specified, all
nodes in the network implement the generic on/off model, and the source node sends
on/off message 1000 times to the destination node at a rate of 2 pkts/s. We use as low
as −12 dBm transmission power, simulating a longer communication distance condition
and making performance gaps between the two networks more significant in our limited
experimental space.

13
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1

1210

42

65 8 9

Bird View

Front

Back

Figure 4. Testbed of 13 nodes in an empty office (18 m × 6 m).

Testbed: We deploy a testbed with 13 nodes of the type nRF52840 in a 18 × 6 = 108 m2

empty office as depicted in Figure 4. The maximum distance between two nodes is close
to 5 m, and the minimum distance is about 1.5 m. Although small, this setup represents
both multi-hops and multi-neighbors scenarios, which can be generalized to a larger scene.
neighbor Metrics: We focus on the following performance metrics:
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• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): The PDR is the portion of packets sent at the application
layer, which make it to their final destination, possibly over multiple hops.

• End-to-end Latency: The end-to-end latency is measured between the initial applica-
tion’s intention to send a packet and its reception at the final destination.

• Route Setup Time: The route setup time refers to the time when routing table entries
are last updated by any of the nodes in the network.

• Route Recovery Time: The route recovery time refers to the time when the moved node
receives the mesh packet sent to itself again.

6.1. Impact of Neighbor Numbers

In this section, we evaluate ACE performance by varying the number of neighbors.
There are only five neighbor relay nodes (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) in use between the source node and the
destination node in this scenario. We increase neighbor numbers from 1 to 5 and perform
the same experiments that the source node sends on/off messages to the destination node
for 1000 times. Figure 5 show the results.
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Figure 5. Comparison for the latency using a varying number of neighbors. ACE has an inherent low
and stable latency characteristic due to the single-channel scanning and broadcasting scheme.

Figure 5 shows that ACE maintains a stable and low latency regardless of the number
of neighbors in contrast to Bluetooth Mesh, which also has a larger variance of latency,
verifying its performance improvement in end-to-end latency. In addition, the experiment
results show that more neighbors can possibly reduce end-to-end latency. This is because
more neighbors can lead to a higher probability of reducing the channel matching time
among one of three ADV channels overall. However, the best latency condition in Bluetooth
Mesh is just close to ACE because ACE has an inherent low and stable latency characteristic
due to the single-channel scanning and broadcasting scheme.

6.2. Impact of Hop Numbers

Next, we investigate the impact of the hop count of packets before reaching the
intended destination. It is more realistic for a mesh network to have communication flows
that span multiple hops to arrive at the intended destination in larger deployment scenarios.
To this end, we increase the number of relay nodes in which the packets can be forwarded
by one to four relays and evaluate the Bluetooth Mesh and ACE performance, respectively.
In particular, we only enable nodes 1, 3, 7, 11, 13 on the central axis to work to simplify
a multi-hop scenario. The results are plotted in Figure 6. The performance gap between
Bluetooth Mesh and ACE becomes more significant with the increase of the number of
hops, which can be inferred from the lower and more stable latency of ACE with the rise of
the number of hops compared to Bluetooth Mesh. In particular, ACE can reduce the latency
by 16% and the delay variance by 80% in contrast to Bluetooth Mesh. These performance
improvements benefit from the connectionless single-channel routing scheme of ACE.
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Figure 6. Comparison for the latency using a varying number of hops. The gap between the Bluetooth
Mesh and ACE increased with the number of hops.

6.3. Impact of Traffic Load

Now we investigate the impact of traffic load. Figures 7 shows PDR metric when
traffic load varies from 1 pkts/s to 10 pkts/s. The results in Figure 7 show that the PDR
performance of both Bluetooth Mesh and ACE is rapidly degraded as traffic load increases
from 1 pkts/s to 10 pkts/s. Bluetooth Mesh has a slightly higher PDR when network
traffic is low due to its multi-path feature at the cost of packet redundancy. However, ACE
maintains a relatively high PDR with a heavy traffic load. This is because the total amount
of traffic in Bluetooth Mesh is heavier than ACE due to its managed-flooding scheme.
Moreover, three ADV channels in Bluetooth Mesh are severely congested and prone to
have packets collisions with such heavy traffic. In contrast, ACE using its channel-varying
routing algorithm not only can reduce the number of packets in the whole network but also
avoid the blind time caused by switching scanning channels or receiving duplicate packets.
Overall, under a dense node deployment and a heavy traffic load (10 pkts/s), compared
to Bluetooth Mesh, ACE achieves 30% higher PDR. Therefore, ACE can improve network
reliability for applications with dense traffic.
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Figure 7. Comparison for the PDR using a varying of traffic load. The ACE has significant higher
PDR in high traffic load scenario.

6.4. Impact of BLE Interference

The previous measurements were conducted in a controlled environment. To put it
more realistically (e.g., in a smart-home environment), external BLE and other 2.4 GHz
signals outside the Bluetooth Mesh network may affect the traffic inside the mesh network.
Therefore, we investigate the impact of external BLE interferences by producing various
intervals of BLE beacons. In this scenario, nodes 1, 3, 7, 11, 13 act as mesh nodes, and other
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nodes act as BLE beacon devices broadcasting packets on all three advertisement channels
at different intervals, which simulate different levels of BLE interference.

Figure 8 summarizes the results. We notice that the PDR in Bluetooth Mesh drops
with more BLE interference. Even though the PDR of ACE decreases as more interference
is introduced, it generally performs better than Bluetooth Mesh. This is because, with
more beacon interference, the probability of corruption due to packet collisions on three
ADV channels increases, which has a negative impact on Bluetooth Mesh working only on
three advertisement channels. Noting that the reason for the decrease of ACE’s PDR with
the same trend of Bluetooth Mesh is, node 7 happens to be scanning and advertising on
advertisement channel 39 in our experiment, which can conflict with the beacon packets
advertising on channel 39. However, this problem can easily avoid by selecting scanning
channels among 37 data channels.
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Figure 8. Comparison for the latency and PDR using a varying of external BLE interference. The
performance of ACE is more stable since ACE can avoid most of the three advertising channels.
(a) Latency. (b) PDR.

6.5. Impact of Network Size

In this section, we evaluate ACE performance with varying size of network. We
simulated the impact of network size with different dense of nodes in a 20 × 25 = 500 m2

grid topology shown in Figure 9. The source node sends on/off messages 1000 times to the
destination node at rate of 10 pks/s.

The computational overhead will increase with the network size. we evaluate the time
for nRF52840 to search routing tables with different size. The result is shown in Table 1.
For the small scale network, the table searching time is negligible. However, in large scale
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networks, the routing table searching will have a greater impact on the transmission latency.
Besides, for each hop of packet forwarding, all nodes need to search the routing table once,
which greatly increase the multi-hop data transmission.

Figure 9. Grid topology used in simulation.

Table 1. Routing table searching time. The search time is linearly proportional to the size of the
routing table.

Table Size 10 100 500 1000 5000 10,000

Searching Time (us) 18 165 822 1642 8205 16,408

The results in Figure 10 show that Bluetooth Mesh suffers a severe loss of reliability
when the network size becomes larger and denser. In contrast, ACE maintains a high
PDR despite the scale of the network, verifying better scalability of ACE than Bluetooth
Mesh. The performance improvement in scalability benefits from efficient traffic flows
of ACE, which can reduce the possibility of packets collisions and further improve net-
work reliability.
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Figure 10. Performance of route setup time and route recovery time using a varying of network size.
The recovery time of ACE is shorter than Bluetooth Mesh.

6.6. Route Setup Time and Route Recovery Time

In this section, we evaluate the ACE performance in a dynamic scenario with different
network sizes. The network size is defined by varying amounts of hops, as shown in
Figure 10. For example, nodes 1–9 form a three-hop network. We evaluate the topology
setup time with different network sizes. In addition, We use a movable node and enable
the source node to transmit packets to the movable constantly. We change the movable
node position around the testbed and measure the time of receiving packets again since
each movement, that is, the time of route recovery.

Figure 10 shows the results. Route setup can be done more quickly than the route
recovery, it takes 31 s to set up the routing table for the entire testbed size (time of the
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last node to set up a stable route table), but the average time is only 14 s. As shown in
Figure 10, the increasing route setup time is acceptable with the growth of the network size.
As for route recovery time, it is increasing more significantly as the network size grows.
The reason is that route recovery need to wait for each node’s distributed routing update
cycle; therefore, more nodes will lead to a longer time for the whole mesh network to finish
updating routes process. We use linear regression to fit the route recovery time and route
setup time. There is an obvious linear relationship between the scale of the network and
the route setup and recovery time, and the variances are 3.64 and 3.83, respectively.

6.7. Compatibility with Unmodified Phones

Smartphones can access all models in standard Bluetooth Mesh network through the
proxy nodes. As for ACE, since the stack layer and BLE core are not modified, the internal
communication scheme is transparent for smartphones. We use the testbed to run ACE and
control the generic on/off models with an unmodified smartphone. The result shows the
unmodified smartphones are compatible with ACE network.

7. Discussion

Performance degradation in high dynamic scenario: Although ACE has low trans-
mission latency and high PDR in the most common usage scenarios of Bluetooth Mesh
(e.g., smart home, smart building). However, the topologies of these network are relatively
static. The Figure 10 shows the ACE consume considerable time to achieve route recovery.
As for the high-dynamic scenarios, such as the nodes are carried with humans or pets, the
performance of ACE will decrease. To address this problem, the ACE can set up some
proxy nodes which compatible with Bluetooth Mesh and ACE. The high-dynamic nodes
can transmit data to the proxy nodes with Bluetooth Mesh protocol, and the proxy nodes
forward the data packets into ACE network.

Various routing policies: For ACE, we choose the route which minimize the number
of hops. Each node can utilize the TTL filed in the heartbeat message to infer the hops to
other nodes autonomously, which is simple and effective. However, if other routing policy
(e.g., minimize latency, minimize energy consumption) is applied, this method may fail. An
intuitive solution is each node maintains a routing table with global information. But this
will result in much control overhead during the route establishment and maintenance phase.
Inspired by the THREAD protocol standard [17], ACE can adaptively choose a leader node
which collects the global information of the network. The leader node should be placed
where the network density is the highest to reduce the control overhead. The leader node
can choose the optimal route or each node with a corresponding optimization model. For
example, to minimize the transmission latency, the leader node can optimize the route by
building a routing tree [18]. To optimize the energy consumption, the leader node should
consider the energy consumption of channel hopping to assign optimal scanning channel
for each node, then the energy-aware routing algorithm [19] can be used to generate the
routes with minimum energy consumption. This improvement is reserved for future work.

Single link is susceptible to interference: In the ACE, we propose autonomous
channel scheduling scheme to assign each node with a single scanning channel. However,
without channel-hopping mechanism, the link between two nodes is vulnerable to the large
amount of interference on 2.4 GHz ISM band. To solve the problem, we can assign three
channels to each node, and the channel hopping mechanism can be applied with these
three channels. The channel assign method can be varied. An intuitional way is to assign
three continuous channels around the scanning channel assigned with autonomous channel
scheduling scheme. Although the three channels are continuous, the link layer of BLE will
mapped to three discontinuous physical channels. We reserve the channel-hopping based
channel scheduling scheme as future work.
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8. Related Works

Bluetooth Mesh Evaluation and Analysis: As a relatively new technology, most
research works on Bluetooth Mesh have focused on the analysis or evaluation of its perfor-
mance [2,5,14,20–23]. The experimental results showed that Bluetooth Mesh is vulnerable
to external interference when using only 3 out of the 40 Bluetooth low-energy frequency
channels [5]. However, the achievable average delay is relatively low [5,22], and it will
be negatively impacted when the network is more sparse [22]. However, the scalability
is especially challenging for Bluetooth Mesh since it is prone to suffer broadcast storm,
hindering the communication reliability for denser deployments [5,20,22]. The optimiza-
tion of Bluetooth Mesh network parameters such as retransmission parameters, buffer
size, random backoff values, and TTL parameter [14] can be hot topics in the future. High
energy consumption is a big issue for Bluetooth Mesh due to continuous scanning. An
analytical model on important energy performance parameters of a battery-operated low
power node is presented [21], and BMADS [24] is an asynchronous dynamic scanning
mechanism designed to reduce the overall energy consumption of the mesh network.

Even though the above works have done various experiments and explored the
disadvantages of Bluetooth Mesh, most of them do not propose improvement measures
in terms of its deficiencies, such as collisions. ACE, in contrast, provides a novel routing
algorithm for Bluetooth Mesh and improves its performance realistically.

Routing-based BLE mesh network: Before the Bluetooth Mesh standard was released
in 2017, some research works have already been studied on a routing-based BLE mesh
network. For example, a static tree topology over Bluetooth 4.0 is presented in [25,26], and
Real Time BLE (RT-BLE) [26] is intended to enable bounded message delay for BLE mesh
networks. MHTS [9] was designed over Bluetooth 4.0, based on next-hop, on-demand
routing over the GATT layer. BLE Mesh Network (BMN) [10] uses the Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) structure as a basis for routing, inspired by the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low
power and lossy networks (RPL). An on-demand routing for Bluetooth 4.1 was presented
for forming scatternets in [27] . However, these BLE mesh solutions are not designed over
the standard Bluetooth Mesh network and can introduce an unacceptable latency due to
connection-oriented routing. ACE, in contrast, support routing algorithm for standard
Bluetooth Mesh in a completely connectionless way, and it is more practical for its simplicity,
timeliness, and scalability.

Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocols: Existing routing protocols for ad hoc net-
works can be classified either as proactive or reactive. Classic proactive protocols include
DSDV [28], TBRPF [29], and WRP [30]. These protocols continuously evaluate the routes
within the network so that the route is already known when a packet needs to be forwarded.
Also, there are Artificial Intelligence based management algorithm for improving high-
dynamic network performance [31]. In contrast, reactive or on-demand protocols invoke
a route determination procedure by an on-demand route query. Examples of reactive
protocols include AODV [12], DSR [32], and TORA [33]. The on-demand discovery of
routes can result in much less traffic than proactive schemes; however, the route acquisition
delay can be significant. We do not apply any of the above protocols directly to Bluetooth
Mesh network. Instead, we explored the features of Bluetooth Mesh protocol and cus-
tomized the routing protocol for it with the essence of the above classic ad hoc network
routing protocols.

Synchronous Transmissions: Synchronous transmission is a recent direction in low-
power wireless networks for its high reliability, low latency, and energy efficiency. By
exploiting constructive interference and capture effect, Glossy [34] can flooding by precisely
timing transmissions. Even in the presence of duplications, the receiver can successfully
receive packets. BlueFlood [35] present a Bluetooth version of the concurrent transmission
with low power and reliable flooding. However, synchronous transmissions always need
one central entity to control and initiate the synchronous transmissions. Moreover, they
require accurate time synchronization across the network and are often limited in terms of
generality, such as being restricted to periodic traffic. In contrast, ACE transmits messages
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without complex time synchronization or waiting for any time slot, achieving simplify
operations and reduce end-to-end latency.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we have analyzed some drawbacks of the standard Bluetooth Mesh
network caused by its managed flooding mechanism. Its disadvantages mainly include
the following main aspects, inefficient spectrum resource utilization, potential collision
issue, and prone to be interference by BLE devices. In order to address these issues, we
design and implement ACE, which creates and maintains routes without additional traffic
overhead by reusing existing mesh packets. Moreover, an autonomous channel scheduling
mechanism and a beacon-aware route recovery scheme are proposed. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper presents the first work to design and implement a routing algorithm
for the standard Bluetooth Mesh network. Our study proves that ACE has the potential
to support a variety of applications, not only for static sensor network applications with
low-rate traffic but also a dynamic network or applications with heavy traffic. In contrast,
the standard Bluetooth Mesh is more suitable for a sparse and small-scale network due
to its potential broadcast storm problem. Our experimental evaluation verifies that ACE
outperforms Bluetooth Mesh in several aspects: latency, reliability, spectrum utilization,
and scalability.
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